1) Going to Egg Island (Grades 1 – 2)
   - Main Book: Going to Egg Island: Adventures in Grouping and Place Values
   - Books: Egg Island, Egg Island Coloring Book
   - Posters: Map of North America, Map of Alaska, Map of Egg Island (1), Map of Egg Island (2), Whole Body Counting
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary, Annie Blue

2) Patterns and Parkas (Grade 2)
   - Main Book: Patterns and Parkas: Investigating Geometric Principles, Shapes, Patterns and Measurement
   - Books: Iluvaktuq
   - Posters: Yup’ik Border Patterns (Tumaqcat wall’u Kepuqcat), Parka with Pretend Braids (Taqruqat), Parka with Pretend Boxes (Yaassiguat), Parka with Pretend Windows (Egaleruat), Parka with Pretend Boxes on Top of Each Other and Connected (Quilliellriit yaassiguat), Parka with Pretend Mountains with Reflections (Ingriruat tarenrarluteng), Parka with Pretend Teeth or Pretend Mountains (Kegcutguat or Ingriruat)
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary Tumartat: Putting the Pieces Together to Make a Whole

3) Picking Berries (Grade 2 – 3)
   - Main Book: Picking Berries: Connections Between Data Collection, Graphing, and Measuring
   - Books: Berry Picking Big John and Little Henry by Seth Myers, Berry Picking Coloring Book
   - Posters: Berries, Yup’ik Body Measurements
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary

4) Designing Patterns (Grades 3 – 5)
   - Main Book: Designing Patterns: Exploring Shapes and Area
   - Books: Iluvaktuq and Paluqtalek: Two Yup’ik Warrior Stories
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary, Tumartat: Putting the Pieces Together to Make a Whole

5) Star Navigation (Grades 5 – 7)
   - Main Book: Star Navigation: Explorations into Angles and Measurement
   - Books: The Star Navigation Reader
   - Posters: Yup’ik Sky Map / Western Sky Map, Sun and Earth Facts
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary

6) Kayak Design (Grades 5 – 7)
   - Main Book: Kayak Design: Scientific Method and Statistical Analysis
   - Books: Kukugyarpak
   - Posters: Kayak Measurements, Body Measurements
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary, Kayak Design, Kukugyarpak

7) Building a Fish Rack (Grade 6)
   - Main Book: Building a Fish Rack: Investigations into Proofs, Properties, Perimeter and Area
   - Posters: Fish Racks (Qer’at), Salmon Life Cycle, The Five Salmon Species
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary

8) Building a Smokehouse (Grades 6 – 7)
   - Main Book: Building a Smokehouse: The Geometry of Prisms
   - Posters: Smokehouses
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary

9) Salmon Fishing (Grades 6 – 7)
   - Main Book: Salmon Fishing: Investigations into Probability
   - Posters: Salmon Life Cycle, The Five Salmon Species
   - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary, Salmon Fishing: Investigations into Probability

10) Drying Salmon (Grades 6 – 7)
    - Main Book: Drying Salmon: Journeys into Proportional and Pre-Algebraic Thinking
    - Posters: Body Measurements, Hanging Salmon to Dry, Fish Cuts
    - DVD: Yup’ik Glossary
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